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"A book is made from a tree. It is an assemblage of flat,
flexible parts (still called "leaves") imprinted with dark pigmented squiggles. One glance at it and you hear the voice
of another person, perhaps someone dead for thousands of
years. Across the millennia, the author is speaking, clearly
and silently, inside your head, directly to you. Writing is
perhaps the greatest of human inventions, binding together
people, citizens of distant epochs, who never knew one another. Books break the shackles of time--proof that humans
can work magic."
― Carl Sagan
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Paul Brooke
A Tantra of Teaching
Ground
Before, there is preparation,
thousands of hours spent scratching rocks,
weeding through tools (crampons and jumars),
perfecting, polishing, streamlining and organizing.
Our enthusiasm overwhelms everyone
who listens. They react in eight ways,
asking “What about your impact on the land?
which route is the most mathematically efficient?
which route is the longest, most demanding?
Will you learn about Lab-kyi Sgon-ma?
Will you all get along? Will you listen
to music as you hike? What do you hope to learn
about yourself? How does the body
react to thin air? Will your heart
be tachydidaxic? That word’s right,
right?” Knowledge must be bradypeptic.
The heart can’t stand deprivation,
the stomach can’t stand gluttony;
the mind can’t stand overload.
Give it small doses, let it stew in its juices.
An encyclopedia of knowledge will get
a climber nowhere. Lectures
drone on. The chalkboard stands full.
It’s hands on, see-it-for-ourselves that works.
That is comprehension, not illusion,
not some fake, shaky image
of a hairy shape, blurred and unknowable,
galumphing through the woods, arms swinging.
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Path
In the markets of Kathmandu, we collect
mounds of goods, coffee, flour,
dried fruit, sacks of pathetic vegetables,
23 pot sets, food for 600 meals, and 23 high altitude tents.
The yaks are weighted with tons of gear,
tanks of oxygen and a gamow bag.
My swag is equally meaty, and I feel
my heartbeat in my ears, altitude slowing
my measured gait, the boot’s heel-to-toe,
sherpas’ soles thick, their souls thicker.
In this part of the journey we analyze
the terrain: applying years of expertise, reading
the path, uneven, unsure-footed,
watching from every angle, making sure
no one leaves the trail; it disappears
behind a rock. Wall stones read “om mani padme hum.”
Jewel in the lotus. The lotuses in my pond
love the mud and murk; they arrive
on top pure and clean, leek-green,
opening to a luteous pink. I meditate on its form.
I meditate on inscient teaching,
on proper learning. The spider
dapples the surface, the water’s tension
holding him; below the fish is deep and hungry.
We too must learn from the spider
and the fish; the surface is a beginning,
a short foray; teachers must question
students turning them towards the depths.
At the Dengboche Monastery, we pay
a small fee to see proof. The man
tintinnabulates a bell; the jow
announces our arrival; a place is prepared.
7

Led into a backroom, dim-lit,
we breathe from our stomachs,
our existences in the hereness and nowness.
Then it is unveiled: a shrunken hand and skull-cap
of a monkey. We shake our heads,
no revelation, no evidence:
too small, a dehydrated, minor facsimile,
but we are glad to know the truth firsthand.
We rise into cloud, mountains sharp
with wind, avalanche waiting
with her white tongue, khumbu, the icefalls
at her base, a welcome mat slipping underfoot.
Basecamp is set. Tents erected by 12 cultures.
Strong coffee made. Maps readied.
GPS waypoints marked. Gear triple-counted.
The prayer flags fluttering are unchecked theories.
Result
In my tent at 23,000 feet, the blood slows;
I review the climb in my mind.
The Buddhists speak of vedenã
and this is it: I am alive with cold and proton,
deeply aware of my conscious self.
Outside, the winds seem prone to evil
doing. My dome tent is a wind-rounded
stone. Frostwork forms, geometric and devilish
on the ceiling of my tent. Inside
my goose down bag, I test
and debate the route, no doubt
the winds will let up, the view will spill open.
Tomorrow is all synthesis and evaluation:
our lives depend on it.
The mountain will tell us what to do,
if we listen. I have seen others ignore its warnings:
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half-frozen, near death, socked
by height, knocked and kicked
by 100 mph winds. Others become
colorful driftwood, lost and found in a sea of white.
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Jim Ross
Teaching Composition as a Substitute Teacher:
Watching the Awakening
On my first day working as a substitute teacher, I was assigned to work
with blind primary schoolers. When I reached the classroom, I found eight
smock-clad students spread out on the floor, engrossed in finger painting. I
hadn’t laid eyes or hands on finger paint since I was five. The teacher’s lesson
plan: Review latest Braille lessons. Whenever Stephen, the only black student
in the class, reached a long word, he read, “Midnight,” and the other students
laughed.
The next day, the same school assigned me to work with deaf students.
Instead of teaching sign language, I was to communicate with students via microphone: “If they can’t hear you, hike up the volume.” Thirty minutes later,
the principal announced over the PA system that the entire school was departing imminently to hear the local youth orchestra.
The sub’s job was to maintain continuity during occasional teacher
absences or while the school system sought permanent teachers. The priority
was keeping students safe, but clung to the hope I might occasionally get to
teach. Most mornings I sat by the phone; the waiting game resumed at 3. I
quickly learned the secret of survival was adaptability. The refrain from A Chorus Line—I can do that”—became my mantra. The elusive long-term assignment—firm commitment for two weeks or more—was the stuff dreams were
made of.
A woman who’d been substituting at the same school for four months
cautioned me, “You’ve got it all wrong thinking anybody wants you to teach.
The system can’t tolerate our teaching. Come along for the ride.” I silently disagreed.
Finally, the day came. An elementary school offered me the chance to
teach a self-contained fifth grade class for three weeks. The day before starting,
I picked up lesson plans after dismissal. There were also lists: Here are the kids
who are non-readers. Forget about them. Here are the kids who can’t write.
Forget about them too. The list of students who had trouble sitting still said:
Don’t hesitate sending them to the office. The message was clear: write off
nearly all the boys and certain girls.
With due respect, I ripped up the note. The next day when I met the
class, I said, “I understand all of you read and write. We’re going to have lots
of fun together.” I ignored the catcalls about who couldn’t read or write. Applying principles of civility, I relaxed the usual rules about moving around and
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raising one’s hand before speaking out. My goal: Seeing that all students—not
only the ones who usually profited by the rules—got to strut their stuff. For two
days it felt like I walked along the ridges of an alligator’s back. By the third
day’s end, most students were reading aloud in small groups. By week’s end,
nearly everybody was. The kids sometimes laughed, even squealed: something
new was happening.
Once everybody had the “aha experience” of seeing everyone else read,
I designed, with their help, an exercise about expectations. It consisted of 10
statements reflecting stereotypical views, such as “All cops are out to get you,”
and “All over the world people agree sewing and cooking are women’s work.”
After students silently marked each statement true or false, we talked about how
we create stereotypes, insist people behave according to them, and punish them
if they don’t live up.
To encourage students’ writing skills, I assigned essay topics like,
“What My Father Wrote to Me When He Was My Age, Knowing Someday I
Would Be Born.” I told students they’d be evaluated for their ideas more than
for spelling, grammar, and punctuation. I told them, “I know you have some
interesting things to say.” That authorized students accustomed to claiming they
couldn’t write to take the risk. As non-writers began taking the risk and shared
the stories they had written, the more the other non-writers wanted to a turn.
Students read their essays aloud to rapt audiences. I wrote ungraded comments.
I didn’t mess things up by suddenly changing my tune and focusing on spelling,
grammar, and punctuation. After all, I was in effect inviting them out to play,
with writing being the act of play. I didn’t want to ruin it.
Rumor spread: there’d been an “awakening.” Students who didn’t read
or write before were doing both, confidently and with pleasure. The principal
came to observe, because the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills had not predicted this sudden surge by documented non-performers. The students knew
they faced the performance of a lifetime. The principal watched for three hours,
saying nothing, occasionally smiling or nodding. She later said, “Great job.”

When the regular teacher returned, my time was up. Did she continue to write off students who, according to standardized tests, could neither
read nor write? Did the principal set her straight? Did the “awakening” persist?
I was invited back to that school to teach 4th and 6th grades at various times.
Occasionally, I encountered my liberated 5th graders in the hallway.
However, I was never asked to sub again for that 5th grade teacher.
Over four years of subbing, I looked forward to the occasions when a
teacher’s not leaving lesson plans let me use my ingenuity. I enjoyed more long
-term assignments. I got to teach middle school boys’ health and physical education for the last three weeks of the school year, which also made me coach of
the boys’ teams. I got to teach high school statistics and probability theory for
three Einsteinian weeks while the regular teacher enjoyed an extended winter
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holiday in a Mexican hospital. That also made me math department chair. And,
for two weeks, I taught electricity to middle schoolers. Together, we choreographed and performed dances to represent the principles of electricity.
When the day comes when my memories become decimated, I’ll still
remember the lessons I learned from the 5th grade where the teacher told me to
write most students off, but instead they all came to life. I still have some of the
compositions they wrote in response to the theme, “What My Father Wrote to
Me When He Was My Age, Knowing Someday I Would Be Born.” I’ll also
remember assigning one required spelling word to every 3rd-grader at another
school and the sentence Antonio crafted with the word “smother.” I expected a
cautionary tale but Antonio—a young Langston Hughes—wrote:
My oh my
why
do they smother
our cry?
I saw many issues with schools at all levels before I hung up my spikes as a special education teacher and, instead, became a researcher, and did most of my
research in schools nationwide. With regard to substitutes, what I saw was that
the school system turned them into pilgrims without destination, babysitters
without snack privileges, mercenaries without weapons. As we speculate on
what might still require changing, we might start with Antonio’s question.
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Allison Whittenberg

The First Thought Each Day
Boy
Gun
Death
Grief
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Daryl's Revenge
“Sometimes I get so mad at the ramp it stereotype I see on TV I swear
I'm going to kick the screen,” he told me.
I thought he was like most brothers -- all talk then Anita HillClarence Thomas hearings concluded and he came in to work favoring
one leg
winking at me
and telling everybody else he had a corn removed.
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Fragments
I tell myself
Don’t
remind Me
you are gone
Lies are good
But then I want to see you as
If
You are
But you’re not
Truth is bad
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Consolation
I know you're going home alone to cry sweetheart because you don't
understand the way the world revolves.

You were damned while trying your damnedest and I understand that
you don't. I can see you still don't get it. I know cuz you wear it in your
eyes. Crying is good. Crying works.
The water of your tears will irrigate your mind. You'll be asleep before
you know it. You'll be dazed in a temporary kind of harmony.
The petty tug-of-war antics of this life will get lost for time but Carol
when you wake it's still going to be there like another infection.
A further infection.
I know. I know.
Learn from me: I was never particularly fond of the future nor the past.
Hope is a four-letter word so it's four.
So, take that sad song and work with it, put it on long-play then rewind
it until you're all pained out.
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Barbara Murphy
Something I Will Miss
She came into the faculty office on a February afternoon as I had asked.
I was worried about her. I knew she had been in a developmental writing class the previous semester, and in my class, her back was often arched as
she whispered questions to the student in front of her. Still no book. Notebook
empty after a couple of lines written during a four-minute freewrite. Eyebrows
scrunched. Her whole body a question mark. “Ms. Murphy,” she would ask as I
walked over to her desk. “What are we doing?”
The draft she had handed in proved she had learned that a personal essay should be focused and detailed. I could see her pedaling her bike up that
neighborhood hill. I could almost hear her bouncing off the hood of the car that
had hit her.
But there was no attention to significance. Never thought about the accident again? How could that be? And we had to talk about the run on comma
splice habit.
Outside of class, she looked so much taller, and it suddenly seemed like
we had jumped to summer, a straw bag over her right shoulder, and two middle
school boys wearing shorts close behind, who she appeared to be ignoring. Was
there a secret agreement between them? Could she just turn her head and the
one who was her brother would know he better cut it out when he dared to do
things like crash through time and land his fingers onto the keyboard of the faculty desk opposite, which he had just done in ten seconds?
“I brought my paper,” she said, glancing toward her charges. As she sat
down, the boys skipped out of the room. When she pulled out her paper, I saw
ears and eyes staring at me.
“Oh, my god, you have a dog in your bag.”
She smiled confidently.
I shyly asked. “Can I pet him---or her?”
“Of course.”
The small black triangular shaped ears barely flinched as I pet the
smooth head.
“He seems so content. I can’t imagine my dog ever---well, my dog does
weigh 60 pounds.” We both laughed. “How long have you had him?”
And we were on to another story, this one about the time she saw these
sweet little dogs somewhere when she was a high school junior. And without
even a text or call home, she bought the dog and hid it in her room.
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Later, in the living room, she told her mother about this small dog she
had seen and how she fell in love with it and how much fun it would be to have
a dog like that. “Can I get it?”
And her mother is all no, no, no, we are not bringing a dog into this
house, don’t even think about it with five kids and where would we put it, and
then my student ran into her bedroom, quickly turning the request into a fact:
Here’s the dog. I have to keep it.
I knew the end of the story because there was the dog in a basket in
front of me, and I knew she still lived at home, and I presumed her mother had
not moved out because of the dog, but I wanted to know how it played out.
“What did your mother say?”
“She melted and said how cute how cute and picked him up. And that
was that.”
She had such power, but she displayed the same matter-of-fact reaction
as is in the essay. Oh, yea, the essay.
We dug in as she held a pen, and the sun was shining upon us as I entered again into another person’s world, still marveling that I got paid to do this.
As we finished up, I said, “Think about what the accident meant.”
“Okay, okay.” I was still not sure that she understood.
After she left my office, I graded a few papers and once again was surprised when I looked at the clock; it was time to drive home. I packed it up so I
would have time to walk my own dog before dinner.
As I turned the key of the ignition, tears blocked my vision, from the
love and the hope of a new student, grateful to be a teacher lucky enough even
in my last year before retirement to have afternoons like this when an unsure
student walks in tall with a dog.
The following week in the computer lab as we typed revisions, she
asked me a question about commas, and then suddenly blurted out how cautiously she approaches intersections when she drives. And then, hitting the keys,
on the threshold, she waved me away.
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Mary Sophie Filicetti
Teaching by Numbers
Teacher Motivation and Job Satisfaction Survey- Springfield County Unified
Schools
Please complete all items; your comments will help us to improve the system
for employees city-wide. All surveys are anonymous, so we encourage you to
answer candidly. Thank you in advance for participating!
How motivated are you to come to work?
Before or after the first cup of coffee? Seriously, the better question here is
‘What motivates you?’ It’s certainly not the looming report card deadlines, or
the standardized testing that swallows the instructional month of May whole.
But—the moment when a student finally grasps a difficult concept—the look of
wonder he shares with you? I've always liked that. Is this too specific?

2. How responsive is administration to your concerns?
Well, it depends on the day. The unwritten rule is if our fearless leader a)
sends a terse email to the staff or b) arrives at school not fully put-together, assume the worst and refrain from making requests or seeking an ear until the
mood passes. Those who ignore the warning are doomed to be discovered
weeping in the bathroom stalls.
3. Do you find the new Employee Evaluation system fair and equitable?
Can’t say I’m fully familiar with the process. I've watched the ‘Evaluation
Overview’ video, though haven’t yet downloaded the 23-page instruction manual. Call me old-fashioned—if you want to know how I teach, come and see me
teach! My door is always open.
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For the next section, please rate each factor in its relation to job satisfaction:
1=Highly Motivating 4=Less Motivating

SalaryComments: “You've heard the expression “teachers don’t go into it for
the money,” right? Answer--4
Status-(e.g. Professional status of teaching):
Comments: Are you kidding? There's no way to answer this. In a future
time when teachers are granted status, (or respect,) I’ll get back to you.
Answer--NA

Working ConditionsComments: Is this referring to the ‘physical environment’ -the concrete
walls, the mismatched thrift store furniture in the staff lounge? Or the
‘professional’- e.g., the rule requiring teachers to sign out and explain
‘the purpose of your trip,’ when they leave campus during lunch? On a
clipboard everyone sees. I’m tempted to write: “CVS—to purchase birth
control. How anyone manages to teach all day and return home to their
own children without losing their mind is a mystery!” But there isn’t
enough room on the form. Answer--4
Early RetirementComments: Personally, I think if you’re dreaming of retirement, it’s
time to go. (Again, not naming names—see #4 above) Answer--4
Rewards/RecognitionComments: I try to resist the need for recognition, there being too much
competition to be Johnny’s ‘favorite’ teacher as it is. If you’re not teaching for the money, you’re certainly not holding out for a plaque or a
gold star.
Answer--NA
Fee-based, after-hours Workshop OpportunitiesComments: As much as I feel compelled to attend trainings on the nights
and weekends, and pay for the privilege… Answer--4
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4. Do you consider many of your colleagues to be unmotivated?
Are you asking for names? I won’t go there. However, if you frequent the
teacher’s lounge, you’ll learn whose personal leave entailed cruising Cabo rather than attending to her ‘sick’ mother, and who sets their out-of-office email
responses to block helicopter parents…

Almost done…5% of survey remaining...
Any further comments?
Sure. You want to know how to retain good teachers? Treat us like the professionals we are, actually listen to what we say, provide us with support, and then
get out of the way and let us focus on the job we love despite the rest—
[email- high importance- from: reillyyu@scps.edu- Hey, Jenna, just a heads
up that when we turn in our survey, the secretary’s been directed by El Jefe to
write names at the top, so if you’re feeling particularly ‘candid,’ you might want
to rethink?]
Are you sure you want to exit? All responses will be lost.
Ok, let’s start again. First question…

21
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Kyle Lickel
Flannel, Thank you
Flannel
Is a warm hug in the morning
As you put your arms through the sleeves
And button the plaid across your chest
As if it softly whispered - “You got this, buddy, and don’t
worry; I’m not going anywhere.”

Thank you
Flannel
Is all you need - no matter the weather
Winter coat?
No thank you. I have my flannel
Autumn hike?
Let me grab my flannel
Spring rainshower?
Good thing I’m wearing my flannel
Beach day?
Sunscreen or flannel? I’ll take the flannel
And have you noticed how
Holding anything in your hands
Looks that much more awesome
When you’re wearing flannel?
An axe or hatchet?
Obviously
Bouquet of flowers?
Let me tuck it in: formalwear.
A book of poetry?
How refined am I?
A steaming cup of coffee?
Why yes - this was hand-roasted in small batches
by a hobby-roaster
Flannel,
Thank you
You are to clothing
What the sandwich is

To food
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Simple Math and Poetry
One day in sixth grade
I was walking down the middle school hallway
Wearing my sweatpants and football jersey
(as we all did back then)
My trapper keeper was jammed full
Of papers, notebooks, pens, and pencils
My calculator, compass, and protractor
All of English, science, social studies, and math
My brother walked down the same hallway
With two of his friends
And slapped my bursting trapper keeper from my hands
All of English, science, social studies, and math
On the floor
My calculator, compass, and protractor
Measuring all the angles of the hallway
All the papers, notebooks, pens, and pencils
Writing all the poetry of my kept-in tears
He doesn’t remember that day anymore
When I was in sixth grade
And he walked away while I sat there

And I wouldn’t want him to
He’s my brother
We’ve both grown up
And I know he loves me
Our bonds hold more
Than trapper keepers
And middle school hallways
Ever could
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Zero
I think it was the Mayans
who were the first to
come up with the number
zero
to quantify nothingness

and when I think about it
it was probably
a kid
just like I was
standing in line next to all the other Mayan kids
in the shadow of the temple-pyramids
waiting for his name to be called
for a game of pok-ta-pok
and when no one said his name
he went home to his mother
who was cooking avocados and quinoa
and asked him how many other kids
he played with that day and he had to come up with a number
a number to show that
he had been left out
no one had wanted him
a huge hole was left when
his heart had been dug out
so, squatting down to the ground
he pointed his finger and
scratched the shape of a hole
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in the sand of the floor of his hut
a circle, completing the feeling of
dark, empty, alone-ness
and he looked up at his mother
with a tear on his cheek
and spoke into existence
zero
I think it was the Mayans
maybe I should go and look it up.
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Ann Boaden
The Idiot’s Guide to Rejection
The rejection email came right before my meeting with the dean.
I used to tear up rejections, back when they still came on paper. Did it,
once upon a time, with what I’d like to think of as a cool insouciance, but
these days, these waning days, these days of online templates, I smash the delete key savagely, as if I were smashing the damn stupid editor’s damn stupid
head. Then I can go back to smiling and hoping, both of which I like to be able
to do.
I’m no stranger to rejection notices, but this one hurt because I’d established a sort of long-distance friendship with the editor, she’d liked my stuff
before, and the boiler plate thanks-but-no-thanks was a gut punch. The fact
that she’d rattled off “sorry Tom” (without a comma) didn’t help a lot. She
didn’t even say “try us again.”
But I’d just gotten out of class and there was no time for cathartic theatrics. A summons from the dean, however cordially worded (“when you’ve
got some time, Tom, I’d like to chat with you about a few things”), you don’t
ignore.
So I’m sitting in the dean’s office, and my stomach is roiling. The
dean is young enough to be my son and as slim and bright and brutal as a laser
beam. He’s been at the college for two years, and he and the new president—
also young enough to be my son—have devised an elaborate and (in my view)
unrealistic “Agenda for Excellence” which they’ve sent to all the faculty in a
monstrous document that takes my computer ten minutes to download. The
president and the dean refer to it constantly.
The dean is running just a little late, his secretary informed me when I
arrived. I look around his office. It’s big, with a huge desk and a long conference table, a sofa and comfortable chairs, a fake oriental rug, and discreetly
elegant art works. The desk is just messy enough to suggest busyness and tidy
enough to signal that he’s got everything under control. And that’s not misleading. The dean works relentlessly and effectively. The window gives out
onto the wooded campus, stilled and idyllic in its frame.
The dean glides in, greets me with apologies, smiles (he has a charismatic smile), offers me a slim cool hand to shake. Despite his willowy youth
he is dressed, as usual, in dark suit and tie. I feel my bulk, note the stretch of
my sweater across my paunch (as well as the splotch of mustard from the
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noon’s two brats which I shouldn’t have had). And I know my loose jacket
doesn’t cover it. I am aware of being old and slow and gray.
The dean waves me back to the chair I’ve just struggled out of, tosses
his slender manila folder (accurately) onto his desk, and draws up a chair beside
me. How cozily collegial, I think, and then am ashamed. When did I get this
cynical?
He smiles again, angles toward me, and asks me how I’m doing, how
classes are going. He manages to look both relaxed and alert. I say the usual
things, fine, good; they’re true. Mostly. My mouth is dry. He asks about Elizabeth. My throat tightens. I don’t want her name spoken here. She belongs to
another place, and yet I am nowhere that she is not. I ache for her now.
I say she’s well.
“Excellent,” the Dean says. “Well, as I said on the phone, Tom, there
are some departmental issues I’d like to chat about. We have some pretty exciting plans in place, some new directions we’re exploring. A lot of this has happened a little faster than we’d projected—we just began initial conversations
last year, when you were on sabbatical.”
Sabbatical. Scotland, the bright ballet of the sea, the village blue and
white in the long gloaming, the red shine of tea with friends. Elizabeth and I
hand-in-hand on the causeway in the wind, laughing….Don’t think of Scotland
now. Don’t.
“The book’s coming well?” the dean says. His voice is soft-serve steel,
as effortlessly graceful as his slim movements.
I tell him it is, and smile back. I don’t imagine he is very much interested in my novel—unfinished and without a publisher—on the laird of a small
Southwest Scottish village. “Just finish it, and then you’ll be at peace,” Elizabeth tells me. I try to believe I will. On sabbatical I did believe it.
“Excellent,” says the dean. All things are excellent with him. The college is excellent. We have successes and challenges, never failures. “Well,
what I wanted to talk about is the new creative writing concentration we’re putting in place.” Worry about it when it comes, Elizabeth has said. For now, do
the job you do so well, the job for the day.
I look down, twist my wedding ring around and around, note how my
fingers waver with arthritis, want Elizabeth. The fear in my gut wrenches like
grief.
“We’ve established an extremely promising liaison with the Writers’
Workshop,” the dean tells me. He reminds me that before I left on sabbatical the
department “enthusiastically endorsed” the goal of hiring on a permanent basis
one of the recent graduates from that workshop—he names the university, savoring its reputation as he shapes the syllables—to handle our fiction classes.
Of course, we did. How could I object, a tired old badger with a handful of stories in the small mediocre journals that will take my work? But I prayed, in my
29

nonbeliever’s undefined way, that it wouldn’t be soon, or that, miraculously, I’d
become the writer I always wanted to be, always thought I would be, and then
they’d want me. “Well,” the dean says, “things are moving very quickly and we
think we’ve found the ideal candidate. So before we go on with the process I’d
like to run his credentials by you.” The dean smiles, leans forward and slips a
file folder from the top of a pile on his messy-tidy desk, slides out a thick document. “Here’s his vita. I think you’ll find it quite exciting. And naturally, given
your many years of service to our college, I know how invested you are in this
program.”
How old you are. How long you’ve been here.
I take the vita. I shake; the paper wags in my hand. I don’t really look;
without my reading glasses, I see a blur of awards and publications that sting
my eyes like smoke. After a moment I offer it back and the Dean smiles and
says, “Impressive, isn’t it. And you’ll note that he says he believes he could accommodate quite well to a small college like ours, that it would be an excellent
starting point.” He nods at the document. “Feel free to take it and look it over.
Some of his work is available in our library.”
Damn his work. Damn his fucking bloody work. I close the file folder.
“Thank you,” I say.
“Of course if—well, I hope really when—he comes, we’ll be reconfiguring our curriculum,” the Dean says. “Anwar [god, multicultural of course, I
hadn’t seen that] would be taking the fiction work, and Leah will of course continue the poetry segment.” Leah is the dean’s partner, a rising young poet. They
have a son. I notice again how often the dean says, “of course.” It has an hypnotic effect, a sort of water-on-the-brain. You hear it often enough and it becomes the voiced shape of the universe, prescribed, inevitable. I want to be
classy, supportive, not like a gray old guy who’s trying to hang on by his fingernails. Like someone who’s thinking this thing through with the Dean, who’s
playing into the fiction he’s creating and yet making it real by his attitude. So I
say, in what I hope is a dispassionate yet engaged sort of way, “He’ll be taking
the fiction. All of it, or just the advanced work?” [that, by the way, you never
offered me].
“Yes, well, that’s something we’d need to work out as we proceed with
the reconfiguring,” the dean says. “You’ve of course taught the introductory
class for many years, and I know students have responded positively. We’ve
been very appreciative of your good work, and we know your long devotion to
the college.”
My long devotion. But it’s true. The part of me where Elizabeth lives
does love the college. My stomach unclenches a little. Maybe she’s right, maybe it won’t be so bad. If they understand….I say, “Thank you” and mean it.
Hope. How necessary. How brief and brutal. The dean says, “So given
those concerns, and the fine foundation you’ve laid for our new program, I
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know how pleased you’ll be to watch us moving ahead in this way. This step
really does take us toward our Agenda for Excellence goal.” This is the goal:
the college is supposed to become a Premiere American Institution. Since we’re
located in Spencer’s Bluff, Illinois, that seems an unlikely scenario. In our 150
year history we’ve done OK as a Pretty Good American Institution. But then
I’m old and joined the faculty back when it was Pretty Good and that’s when I
first loved it.
Now I get to “watch” it move ahead. From the stands, presumably. Or
the pasture.
The dean’s winding up for his peroration. “So, thanks so much for making time for this chat, Tom. We’ll certainly hope to be working closely with you
especially and the other department members in this transition period.”
I usually let things go, mostly because I’ve got too much pride to show
when I’m hurting, but now I say, “So under this new plan, I’d be teaching—
what?”
That slows him. He’s half risen from his chair, now he sits down again.
“Well, that, of course, remains to be worked out. We’d want you to remain active in our writing program, of course. Given your long association with the
college. And to that end, there are some wonderfully rich and exciting possibilities in, for example, our new LAC101 courses.”
I say, “LAC101.” The new fancy name for freshman English. (The acronym, in case anyone’s interested, is for Liberal Arts Concentration.) My voice
must have come out a little flat because the dean says eagerly, “It’s not just a
Freshman comp retread, as you know; it’s a whole configuration of courses that
will produce a genuine interdisciplinary approach to the students’ first-year experience. You could conceivably pair with someone from music or theater—I
believe you’ve done some acting? Well, the combination could be very fruitful,
and energizing for you.”
Because you’re old and burned out. I say, “LAC courses. And what
else?”
“Well, of course, we’ll be working that out as we establish our new paradigms,” the dean says. I know how bad this is because he’s talking like a dean.
He doesn’t always; his own field is English and usually you can tell.
I say, “I see.” I think of the stories I’ve worked on so hard, so hopefully, through the years; the stories Elizabeth has read and critiqued with such care
and insight, the stories sent that get the boiler plate rejections, the stories lost
forever in some no-man’s-slush-pile-cyber-land. I think of the shining of Elizabeth’s eyes when the occasional, waited-for acceptance comes, and then the
small unimportant publication with the story in it, and I can’t speak because my
throat is a dry rope.
The Dean says, “We’ll talk again, Tom.” And I think I hear something
in his voice that sounds like gentleness, even compassion.
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Or maybe pity.
The campus is quiet when I come out of the dean’s office. The light of
early October lies on it, on stone and sidewalk, on grass and trees, rich and
heavy as syrup. It’s cloying, and I move through it like an old man. My body
creaks in ways I’ve not noticed before: knees, back, feet. There’s that burning in
my bladder I’ve been ignoring. Under my jacket I feel the sweat press.
I think of my colleagues in the department, the young men, so tall, so
cool, such complex layering of irony that I can’t see to the center of them, wonder if, like Ibsen’s onion, they have no center. And the women, with their sharp
consonants and their isms and their successful, unreadable articles. When they
speak in meetings I do not know what they are saying. They distrust me on principle, partly for reasons I understand, partly for causes deeper than I can fathom. One of these women is the current department chair. I am older than any of
them. When did I stop talking to them, having conversations about books and
writers? When my own work stalled and I began to feel apologetic and defensive? When they all got so young and unreadable? Or was it after that day in
the faculty dining room when I came over to their table with my tray and they
were laughing and one of them looked up and saw me and there was a sudden
silence? I eat my lunch in my office now. That’s how I got the mustard stain on
my sweater.
“Dr. Evans! Dr. Evans!”
I realize someone has been saying my name for awhile. I turn, slowly,
heavily, like the old man I’ve suddenly become, and I see the student I’d least
like to encounter right now.
There’s one in every class. Thank god if there’s only one. This one’s
Dusty. I can’t imagine calling anyone that in any way that conveys respect. But
he insists on the name.
They’re opaque and imperviously needy, the Dustys of the world. Like
this one, they have big dreams—Dusty wants to be an “author” some day—and
thinks he can do it. He’s in my introductory fiction writing class. The one I
won’t be teaching next year.
For a brief, mean-spirited moment I think, good luck with this one,
Anwar.
“I’ve been waiting for you,” Dusty says now. He’s a skinny kid with
hair moussed into yellow points. He wears an earring and two round metal dots
above his eyebrows. His face is narrow (I try to avoid obvious comparison with
weasels and ferrets), his eyes just a shade too close together. Out of those eyes
he looks at you intensely, without comprehension.
His short story is classically, almost aggressively incompetent. I’ve told
him so as tactfully as I know how. Probably one of my faults as a writing in32

structor is being too gentle, because I know how much rejection hurts. But for a
Premiere American Institution I guess you have to be tough.
That’s OK with Dusty, though, because he looks at me intensely and
doesn’t ever get it.
“I did a few things to my story, and I wondered if you’d have time to
look at it,” Dusty says. Looking at me intensely.
A few things. I say, “Good, Dusty. Let’s make an appointment for a
conference.”
Dusty looks at me intensely. “Would you have any time right now?”
“Well, actually,” I say, “I was on my way home.”
Dusty looks at me and doesn’t move.
And I think of all the heavy, ragged afternoons I’ve spent with his papers, all the conferences, the useless, sapping conferences, and suddenly I’m
shaking and shouting inside my head, Get the hell out of my way. Get the fucking hell out of my way. And I do something I have never done to a student. I
turn my back on him.
At home Elizabeth and I sit together, on the blue leather sofa. She is
thoughtful, a small pucker between her smooth brows, and so beautiful in her
concern that I want to break down sobbing. And I want to be in her, for us to be
one person. And yet somehow I feel far from her, as if I’ve betrayed her, all her
love, all her giving.
She says, finally: “But he hasn’t said you won’t be teaching any of the
classes you like. They know you’re a good teacher; they’ve read your student
evaluations. You’re a wonderful teacher, I can attest to that.”
She was my student. That’s how we met. I remember the old classroom
in the building that’s gone now, springtime and the flowering Judas and the lilacs outside the window, the big long sticky windows open, and the spring coming in, and Elizabeth in the first row, her smile and her shining (when she
smiled her eyes went into crescents), and her eagerness, and the superb work
she did for me. The light she gave me then is something I look back on like the
light of a remembered home. Now? Students don’t dislike me. Some get my
jokes. A few—fewer than before—understand what I’m about. Yeah, I get
weepy over Housman. Never used to.
Tavy knows when things aren’t right. Terriers do. He comes up to us
now, nudging a nose at my dangling hand. I rub his ears. “No, of course he hasn’t said that. Just now it’s only the ones I care about most. And after they’ve
taken them?” I shrug. “Deans never really talk to you. They skirt and imply and
then it’s done. You know that.” She taught for few years after we were married
and she came back from grad school at the U of Chicago. She was a brilliant
teacher; incandescent in the classroom. The kids loved her. She’s the one who
should’ve stayed in the job. But we wanted to start our family, and we thought
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we’d have more luck if we weren’t both working. It didn’t happen; my fault, we
found out. She told me it didn’t matter and I believed her. I do believe her.
She says, “Tom, just wait until it is done. That’s not tomorrow.”
“No,” I say. “Not tomorrow.”
She says, “Well then—can’t you wait till it’s settled?”
Suddenly all the frustration, the anger turns where it shouldn’t.
“Darling, let’s do a quick reality check here. Look at me. Paunchy. Creaky.
Too old to advance, too young to retire. No glittering list of publications—”
“You have published,” she interrupts.
“In places that pay in contributors’ copies that you read only to see
how much the students who’re getting internship credit for keying in manuscripts have screwed up your stuff because they’re stoned.”
She holds up her hands against the abuse I can’t stop, says, “Don’t,
Tom.” But I go on: “I’m a white Anglo-Saxon male, I hate critical theory, I
have a doctorate that uses New Criticism. Your hero prof’s circling the drain,
dear.” Ironic. The only one my words really touch is the one I can hurt with
them. The one I would never hurt with them. And do.
She says, “Tom. Tom, look at me.” Elizabeth has a beautiful voice,
with music deep in her throat. Her students used to say, unoriginally but aptly,
that she could read a phone book and make people cry. When she speaks I have
to turn to the magic of that voice. I have to. But I don’t look at her. Can’t. I
twist my wedding ring around and around my finger.
Tavy shifts his four feet and whines softly, through his nose. Tavy,
from the animal shelter. The child I gave her.
She says, “Don’t talk that way. It’s not you.”
It is and it isn’t. I say, “You don’t know—”
“Yes I do,” she says. “I know you better than anyone, better than you.”
She adds, after a moment, and matter-of-factly, “Love doesn’t get it
wrong. Ever.” She touches my head that’s bent, the soft thinning gray hair,
touches it as if it were something infinitely fragile and precious.
“Dusty,” I type onto the computer screen. “Sorry I was a bit rushed this
afternoon. Do you have some time tomorrow to talk about your story? Let me
know what works for you.” I reread the words—I still reread e-mails—then hit
the SEND key.
It’s late to fix things, late to make whole the jagged place I’ve created.
But for tonight, for this night of precarious grace, it is what I can do. And that
is, I must believe, enough.
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Ken W. Simpson
Mirages
Impatiently we wait
for truth to overturn treachery
decency to defeat inhumanity
for eventual justice
when our nightmares disperse
and we can dream rapturously
of a fabulous future.

Time
The second hand defines the hour
of each passing day
oblivious to a multitude of incidents
from arguments to embezzlements
or feelings of anger
from the beginning of life to its end.

Sunbathing
The soothing sound of waves lapping
while the wind chuckles
at the seagulls wheeling
screeching in the blue expansive sky
smudged with the stains
of scudding wispy clouds
splayed by rays from a dominant sun
godlike in the sky above
where mere mortals play
or lie and fry on their summer holiday.
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Wil Michael Wrenn
Old Farmhouse
I can still hear those voices
echoing from the past,
down the corridors of time –
voices of children
as they run and play
on the long front porch
of the old farmhouse,
warm breeze blowing in
and down across the porch
in the daytime,
sunlight glistening off the tin roof,
white clouds and blue sky above.
Then, at night,
in the cool air and dark stillness,
the voices of the grown-ups
who sit on the porch swing
blend with the laughter of the children
as they chase the moths that gather
and dart at the front porch lights,
drawn mysteriously,
as we all are,
to the light.

Now, nothing is left of those times;
the innocence has faded away,
and the old ones are long since gone,
just like that old farmhouse
that remains as it once was
only in my memory.
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May Night in Mississippi
The fireflies flash in the night skies
in the middle of May in Mississippi.
The tree frogs chant their songs
in the dark of the night,
a symphony of sound under starlight.
The big silver moon sits on the treetops
and drops its mellow light
on the land below,
casting a soft glow over the hills
and hollows behind my home.
A raccoon sneaks out of the kudzu
at the bottom of the hill
hoping to steal some food
from the cat’s bowl on the back deck;
it sees me and scurries back into
the underbrush at the edge of the woods.
I stand silently, looking and listening,
taking in the sights and sounds
that surround me on this country evening.
I feel I am part of some wonder,
some mystery unexplained and unknowable.
I truly wish I could know what it means,
but for now I consider it enough
simply to be present in this place,
simply to be alive here in this moment.
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The Gardener
My heart is touched
when I see how much
you want to make things grow,
thrive, and survive,
when you plant flowers
all around the yard,
when you prepare the ground
for a garden of fresh vegetables.
You dig with your hands in the soil;
as your sweat falls into it,
you almost become
a part of the garden
as it becomes a part of you.
Your love of growing things
moves me and renews me
and restores my belief in life.
As I look at you,
toiling in the soil,
at one with the earth,
my mind takes a picture
that will remain in my memory
as time goes by.
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Deborah Hefferon
Hunger
I sat hunched over the Formica kitchen table and wrote my name twenty,
thirty times in the marbled copybook. – DEBORAH CHIOLAN DEBORAH
CHIOLAN DEBORAH CHIOLAN – It was hard work: forming each letter
in cursive script was not yet habit for my stubby fingers clenched around the
yellow pencil. The physical demands were compounded by the taxing mental
work. Spelling aloud was necessary, and if I got interrupted, I had to start
over from the beginning. D-E-B . . . This was not a natural task; it was sheer
labor.
"Are you ready yet?" called my father, poking his head in from the dining
room. He too had been sitting at a table with pen and paper. He too signed his
name repeatedly at the bottom of papers. "See," he had said earlier. "Signing
your name will be something you do for the rest of your life."
That night was just the beginning for me. My objective was to obtain my
very own library card. No longer would I have to borrow books from the
Philadelphia Public Library on my father's card; I could use my own. Even
though cursive script was not taught until third grade, and I was only in first,
I was determined to leap ahead into the future. The keys to being granted a
library card were: 1) proving your address (in the pocket of my jumper, I had
the envelope from a birthday card that my grandmother had mailed me) and,
2) signing your name in front of the librarian - printing your name just
wouldn't do. Proud and smug as any child prodigy, I grabbed my pencil and
followed my father to the car.
There was one book that I borrowed week after week. "Do you want to
renew it again?" the librarian would ask when she saw The Man Who Didn't
Wash His Dishes on the counter.
Many years later, after reading an article about first-loved stories, I was
reminded of this personal favorite book. I was anxious to locate a copy and
see why I had been so attached to this particular story. I pictured a good, solid
tale, probably blessed with a happy ending, but I also felt certain that aesthetics would have captivated me. As a child, I had a strong sense of design and
color, of that I was sure. I was unable to locate the book in the library or
bookstores, but in that serendipitous way that sometimes happens, a friend
found a tattered paperback copy for me at a garage sale. Written by Phyllis
Krasilovsky and illustrated by Barbara Cooney, the 1950 Scholastic Book
Services edition was not what I had imagined.
The story is straightforward: a formulaic tale posing a problem (a man who
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never
washes his dishes is forced to use containers of any type - flower pots, ashtrays, rubbish cans - to eat from), a solution (all of the dirty dishes and containers are piled into the back of a truck, drizzled with detergent and left out in a
rainstorm), and a conclusion (from that day on, the man always washes his dishes immediately after finishing a meal). The rich illustrations I had envisioned
were instead simple drawings in only three colors. What hidden message offered such pleasure and inspiration for me? What did I see then that I couldn't
see now? I can recall only that rereading the book pacified me. What had my 6year-old eyes seen on those pages?
I have frequently lived overseas in non-English speaking countries. There, I
collect books the way the cooks gather food in the open markets. I know what
comfort is: lying in bed, head propped up on several pillows, a good book in
hand, and another stack of books within reach. As I continue to feast on them
and the pile dwindles, my stomach clutches. The fear of being without something to read is, at times, worse than anything else I can imagine. I count the
days until my next fix when I will see a friend from whom I can borrow a book
or when I have an opportunity to purchase a used book in some out-of-the-way
shop where sense becomes clouded and Jaws begins to look literary. I divide the
hours by the number of pages and ration the words. I read slowly to make it last.
Quite unexpectedly, the British Council Library closed when I was living in
Bandung, Indonesia. Until I was faced with the shuttered door and the posted
notice (like a death warrant), I had been indiscriminately checking out armloads
of novels each week, confident that, in the twelve months I'd be resident there, I
couldn't possibly work my way through all of the mildewed volumes resting on
the metal shelving. I had been careless, filling up on Josephine Tey and P.D.
James. Obediently, I relinquished my returned books through the brass slot one
final time. My stomach cramped.
In Baghdad, my husband worked for a Japanese firm. Mr. Yamada, the squat
company director with the smooth moon face and starched white shirt tails always sneaking out of his waistband, usually joined us at the group dinners in
House #1. From time to time, he'd decline the set menu of a mélange of Asian
and Middle Eastern dishes, and request only steamed white rice. A large ceramic bowl would be set in front of him and he would shovel in chopstick-mound
after chopstick-mound. As though in a trance, he was driven to consume unearthly amounts. The bowl would be refilled and the rice would disappear. The
good manners of the Japanese workers would lead them to avert their eyes, but I
was openly baffled by his behavior, and eventually had to ask. He explained,
"As a child during the war, often I did not have enough rice to eat." This threat
of hunger haunted him still. To quell the ghosts, he was compelled to ingest as
much rice as possible, until his belly ached and he felt safe again.
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I really can't remember a time when I have actually run out of things to read.
Maybe once on a delayed train I finished the paperback in my briefcase or perhaps once in a crowded dentist office I realized that I had read all of the unclaimed issues of The New Yorker on the coffee table, but mostly I've armed
myself well with reading material. My husband teases me about the library that
I insist on hauling when I take a plane. “Always take more than you can possibly read,” is my motto. Short stories and articles torn out of magazines line the
pockets of my coats for Metro rides and waits for lunch companions.
But still this fear of not having enough to read lurks inside me.
Many years ago I was linked to a world of books by writing my name over
and over
like a talisman to ward off the danger of not having enough to read. Now
when I buy a new book, the first thing I do is sign my name in bold black ink on
the inside page. I underline my name and I am satisfied.
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David Rogers
Luck
“We need to find the shoebox,” said Max. “We need it now.”
“What’s special about a shoebox?” I asked. “Don’t we have bigger
issues to worry about, what with the world about to end?”
“It’s not just any shoebox,” he said. “It’s the one Cinderella’s glass
slippers came in. It’s also the door to the other world. The one that’s not ending.” Max is a bard. He usually knows what he’s talking about, but I needed
assurance this wasn’t just a wild phoenix chase.
“You and I are a little big to fit through a shoebox,” I said.
“Don’t be daft. It’s magic. The box expands. Or we shrink. No matter. It’s a way out of here.”
“How do you know all that?”
“The sorcerer told me,” he said.
“Jeremiah, the Learned?”
“Yes. If he doesn’t know, who would?”
“Not me. I’m just a knight for hire,” I said.
We went to look for the box.
The box was supposed to be in Rita Mae’s lair. Rita Mae is a dragon,
which meant we had to fight her for it. Unlike many dragons, she’s a vegan.
Too polite to breathe fire on anyone who doesn’t have it coming. Very easy
to get along with, except, of course, if you try to take her treasure. Nobody
expects a dragon to give up treasure without a struggle, though, no matter
how many pumpkin pies and bushels of turnips you offer.
The box was encrusted with diamonds, rubies, emeralds and gold
trim. Rita fought hard, but at last she lay defeated on the floor of her cave,
exhausted, barely enough fire left in her to light a candle.
Max held his blade against her throat. For a bard, he’s handy with a
sword. “Get the box and run,” he shouted at me, so I did, not looking Rita in
the eye. It’s supposed to be bad luck to look a dragon in the eye, but I also
felt bad for her. She’d guarded the village against invaders as long as anyone
could remember and never burned the pumpkin fields, unless someone tried
to skimp on the number of pies she got as tribute.
Max scrambled up the passage right behind me, followed by a blast
of dragon fire. Dragons recover remarkably fast. Part of the key to their longevity. “Should have killed the beast,” Max growled.
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“No,” I said, “it’s the worst luck in the world to kill a dragon. Don’t you
bards know anything useful?”
He didn’t answer. Too busy putting out the sparks igniting his robe.
We made it back to the Narrows, the bottom of the canyon, where the
walls are too close together for Rita’s wingspan, without further incident. I
opened the box.
A whole troop of pilgrims came tumbling out. “Thank you,” the head
monk said. “We thought we were doomed.” She slammed the door behind her.
Max was right--the box had expanded enough for full-sized pilgrims to bound
through.
“What made you think you were doomed?” I asked.
“Our world was coming apart at the seams. The sorcerer told us this one
would be better,” the monk said. “I’m Joan, by the way.” She straightened her
robe and brushed the hair out of her eyes.
“Sorry to disappoint you, Joan, but this world is about to end, too,” Max
said. “We were just on our way to yours.”
Joan and the pilgrims conferred and decided, as long as the were here,
they might as well do some exploring. The pilgrims wandered off in groups of
two or three, in different directions. All except Joan.
Max and I decided to go back and see the sorcerer, Jeremiah the
Learned. He had some explaining to do.
“Mind if I tag along?” Joan said. “I find sorcerers fascinating. Even dishonest ones.”
“Which is pretty much all of them,” I said. “But you’re welcome to
come with. It would be nice to have someone who can discuss more than iambic
pentameter and the best way to tune a lute.”
Jeremiah’s keep was abandoned. We found was a note on the dining hall
table: Sorry about the mix-up with the boxes and worlds, but Rita Mae traded
me the good box in return for sending you to her lair. She said last year’s
pumpkin tribute was totally inadequate, and she’s decided to go on an allprotein diet. Thought she would kick it off with some human jerky and bacon.
So, if you somehow lived to read this, looks like we all had it rough lately. Except me, of course. According to reports I’ve gotten, the world I’m going to is a
real paradise.
“See, Max,” I said, “Told you it was good luck to to let the dragon live.
She’s probably still got the good box, the one that goes to the world that is not
about to end. If you’d killed her, we’d have had no chance of finding it.”
“I get along great with dragons,” Joan said. “I also speak fluent Draconian. Dragons love being addressed in their native language. Makes them feel
special. Honored. I bet I can persuade her to tell us where the good box is.”
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“Or maybe they’re all Pandora’s boxes,” said Max. “I’ll never trust a
dragon or a sorcerer again.”
The earthquakes began just then. A cloud of locusts darkened the horizon. There would be no pumpkin harvest this year.
“They may be all Pandora’s boxes, but any world in a pinch,” I said.
“Once more to the dragon’s lair. I’m feeling lucky tonight.”
Joan had read over the note again while Max and I talked. “Your wizard-this Jeremiah--he was a scrawny little guy, red hair, birthmark shaped like a
weasel on his face?” she asked.
“Yes,” I said, “How did you know?”
“He showed up in our world, just before we left,” she said “Didn’t much
like his looks. As a parting gift, we fed him to our dragon.”
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Jane Hertenstein
The Horse Affair
I’d been invited to deliver a flash memoir workshop. I arrived at
the location early loaded with handouts and prompts for the class. Eventually one student showed up. I adjusted my expectations.
We sat and chatted about our writing and her passion for graphic
novels—not sure how the topic came up—but I mentioned The Horse
Fair by Rosa Bonheur. Perhaps it was a discussion of art by women or
masculine subjects tackled by women artists or masterpieces at the Metropolitan Art Museum. Little did I realize I’d stumbled upon a unique
touchpoint.
I related that it was Christmas 2002 about a year after the Towers
fell and New York City was still jittery. Nevertheless, Rockefeller Plaza
was all lit up and the sidewalks were packed with tourists and holiday
shoppers. My daughter was probably thirteen at the time. I’m sure the
last thing she wanted to do was hang out with her parents.
Marge told a parallel story. She and her family were also in New
York City during the Christmas holiday having promised their son who
loved the movie Home Alone a chance to see some of the locations. I had
dreamed of visiting the Met and Marge also had it in her itinerary. But
the family wasn’t having it. After an hour both my husband and daughter
were done looking at pictures. I, on the other hand, was just getting started. We finally compromised by letting them leave while I stayed. Marge
also worked out a deal where she got the Met to herself. Heaven, meandering the galleries—each to our heart’s content
I remember turning a corner and—there—tucked away was The
Horse Fair. A lively rambunctious, ambitious masterpiece by a woman.
Rosa Bonheur painted in Paris during a time (mid 1800s) when women
were primarily the subject/object and not a creator of art. Rosa certainly
took the reins. I was transfixed.
My acquaintance recounted a similar experience. She too was
pulled into the frame, spending time studying the swirling circle of horses. Later, a friend gave her a framed print that she treasures not only because she fell in love with the painting, but because it came to represent a
time in her life when the family was intact, the kids were young, and it
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was fun exploring the city after a snowfall and seeing the colored lights
reflected on wet sidewalks.
We were virtual strangers, having just met, so it was a huge coincidence that a single artwork from over a hundred and fifty years ago
connected us. The Horse Fair brought a new friend into my life.
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Michael Rook
BFF
Cold rain slicked the prison, leaking into the cell block where Timba,
fingers jamming his gunshot wound, split his attention between the stairway
and The Hole. He should’ve only stared at the stairs, where Mr. Rock would
undoubtedly appear, Desert Storm hat flapping and Beretta ready to spit
another bullet. The Hole, though, the collapsed stones sinking into Basement
2, kept drawing him. If not for the famous pit, and what’d been in it, he
wouldn’t be here. Dickey also wouldn’t be missing, maybe killed, somewhere
in the other halls of the shuttered Masonry State Penitentiary. And Mr. Rock—
who’d turned out to be very much real—wouldn’t be above, stomping his Iraq
-dusted boots.
Mr. Rock shouted: “I’m going to find you, you daddy-screwing son-of
-a…” He trailed off, seeming to turn in a new direction.
Timba fixated on The Hole. Streams of November’s first real storm
tumbled over its lip like oil in moonlight. Floods like a rotten boat, Leo
Massimo had said. But don’t worry, I wrapped that Amish cash in plastic!
Something slammed, metal on stone, as if Mr. Rock had ripped an
iron door from its hinges. Timba kicked his way into a shadowy corner, cash
bundle jostling as he looked about wildly, headlamp weakening. Lightning
sparked, but it only illuminated leftovers of the last haunted prison walk days
ago, on Halloween. As the bluish light faded, Timba swore a dummy in a
devil’s costume smiled.
A month before, at Timba’s ragged garage clubhouse on the edge of
Angleton, where the fields already wilted in the Ohio autumn, Leo Massimo
had shifted on the Walmart basket he’d used as a stool. Leo had shot Dickey,
his younger cousin, a wary look, as if to ask Dickey why he should say
anything about the Amish cash to Timba, this “best friend” of Dickey’s that
Leo didn’t know. Dickey had smiled and offered a joint.
“This is trash,” Leo had said. “You guys sell this in Columbus, you’ll
get stabbed. And definitely don’t sell any knock-off coke. They’ll massacre
you.”
Timba had taken the joint while ignoring Dickey’s big-eyed, stricken
look, the one that upended his heavy cheeks whenever things got heated.
“Of course, of course,” Timba had coughed, “but we don’t have
money like you. If we did, we could get a place off High St. and…” He had
paused to pop his jersey, #22 of the Angleton Raiders. “A bunch of the guys
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from the team are at Ohio State now. We could sell to them just like before, and
to the locals. We could live large.”
Leo had winced. “You graduated, you know? Just cause it’s Friday
doesn’t mean you still wear your jersey.”
Timba hadn’t known what to say. He’d wanted to bulldoze Leo into the
garage studs, but hadn’t. Instead, with Dickey turning even more jittery, he’d
gotten back to it: “You got some money, though? Ripped off the Amish Harvest
Sale? I heard it was over ten grand, all cash. Smart: The Amish don’t like
plastic, right?”
Leo had yanked back the joint and squinted, but also nodded. “I’m not
giving you any, or Dickey, cousin or no. Speaking of my cousin, he says you
call him a name.”
“What…” Timba had balked. “Everyone calls him that.”
“But you gave him that name: ‘BFF.’ You told people he’s still got an
imaginary friend. So, is Dickey really your friend…or your bitch?”
Finally, Dickey had offered something. “Leo, we call him ‘Timba.’
Cause he looks like Timbaland. The rapper.”
Leo had pulled a huge toke, nearly cashing the joint, but smiled. “I’m
messing with you! Man, I’ve got to look out for Dickey. And he says you do
too, so you’re cool. I hope you land some cash and make it to C-Bus. Sad to be
here when all your buds are there.”
But a week later the cops had picked up Leo. A week after that, Timba
had learned that the cops hadn’t gotten Leo’s cash, and so he’d asked Dickey if
Leo had said where it was hidden.
“I can’t!” Dickey had protested. “He’s my cousin.”
“He’s not your real cousin. You’re adopted. And, besides, he’s not
coming back. They’ve got him on robbery with a gun—that’s ten years.”
“The Hole,” Dickey had said after some silence from Timba. “He hid it
in The Hole.”
“You’re kidding me? Where we used to go spit and call the devil? At
the prison?”
Dickey had nodded, though also seemed nervous. And he’d only gotten
worse when Timba had said they should go get the cash, sneak in after the last
“Walk the Masonry Mile” haunted tour, when the old prison shut down for
another year—except to Angleton guys who knew about the broken doors.
Dickey had said, like always, that he had to ask Mr. Rock.
“Dammit, ‘BFF’!” Timba had thrown his arms into air, like flinging off
a defensive end. “You’ve got to stop! You can’t have an imaginary friend.
You’re nineteen. And in Columbus? Around those girls? C’mon.”
Dickey had disappeared though, only returning later, with another
stricken, nervous look. But he’d nodded—Okay then, let’s do it—while saying
nothing more about Mr. Rock.
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“That’s good,” Timba had said. “With that cash, we can get a house off
of High St., right there. Trust me, I’m looking out for you, better than Leo.
More like a dad.”
Dickey had given a different kind of look, not stricken, but something
deeper, like something going on way back in his head. Eventually, though, he’d
asked how they’d do it, especially with the flooding.
“Pretty simple,” Timba had said. “Go on a dry night. And bring a rope.”
Timba again searched desperately around the cell block, which really
could have doubled as a set for The Green Mile, if they’d wanted a dirtier,
fouler place, the kind where dangerous men had actually been locked up. Now,
options proved scarce. A dozen dummies and plastic skeletons stood near the
stairs, stored after the last haunted walk. A dummy in a Ghostface mask looked
dusty. Elsewhere, a few of the iron-barred doors had been left open, including
one off its tracks and leaned against the stone wall. There was no exit, though,
except for the stairs and Timba knew why. They told you on the tour: Basement
1, where he hid, had only the staircase up and one down, to Basement 2, now
sealed off—because Basement 1’s solitary cells had held murderers, Basement
2’s, the crazies.
Crazy was the right word now. They’d gotten Leo’s money, Timba
holding the rope and Dickey digging through the cell’s ooze. And they’d both
run out, Dickey pulling ahead, until Timba couldn’t see him.
But…that must have been the plan, right? Dickey exits the broken
cafeteria door and Mr. Rock enters, shooting and hitting Timba. Had Mr. Rock
shot Dickey too? Double-crossed him?
“Daddy-screwer!” The yells came closer now, near the staircase.
“Daddy-screwer, I’m on my way!”
Timba looked around frantically. Warm blood—so unnatural to feel on
his skin—gurgled from his shredded triceps. Then he looked towards the
dummies.
On the drive to the prison, before the out-of-nowhere storm, Timba had
finally asked about what Mr. Rock had said about getting the cash. Dickey had
told him to leave it alone—but Timba couldn’t. They couldn’t have “Mr. Rock”
in Columbus, an imaginary friend. And he couldn’t go without Dickey. Dickey
would find him.
“Who is Mr. Rock?” Timba had barked. “Like The Rock? Dwayne
Johnson? Like WWF?”
Dickey had looked out the window. “He’s probably big like him. He
was in Desert Storm.”
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Timba had roiled. Desert Storm was twenty years ago—they’d been
babies. “You’ve got to kill him, Dickey,” he’d growled. “Tonight. You don’t,
and we don’t go to C-Bus.”
“But, Timba!” Dickey had pleaded. “I can’t.”
“Why?”
Dickey had screamed: “He’s my DAD! My real DAD!” Then he had
cried.
Timba, not knowing what else to do, had pointed out the prison’s sign.
The first bullet turned one of the 2s on the back of Timba’s jersey into a
gaping absence. The second hit higher. The bullets drove the limp body over
The Hole, where it dangled.
Mr. Rock war-charged The Hole, his hat and loose BDU jacket
flapping, but otherwise too dark to see. He stopped short, though, likely
realizing he’d shot a dummy wearing Timba’s jersey.
He only had time to flinch, not turn, as Timba flew from the shadows
and hammered him with a shoulder tackle. Mr. Rock crashed down into The
Hole, taking the dummy and Timba’s ruined jersey to a flat splash.
Timba crawled towards the Beretta, which had slid near the untracked
door. He scooped it and limped back to The Hole, sure to keep away from the
lip and any back-up gun. Mr. Rock thrashed and screamed with wordless rage.
“Dickey!” Timba hollered, unable not to. Maybe Mr. Rock had forced
him to go along. “Dickey! Got him! Where are you?”
The only answer came from the storm, still worsening, and the water
rushing into The Hole in torrents. Timba turned to the stairs.
"Timba,” someone said from the Hole.
Timba’s bleeding and bruised arms and shoulders cratered.
“I’m hurt,” Dickey said, “but I’m good. Come help!”
“Dickey?” The name fell from Timba’s lips.
A moment of silence passed, but then another voice raged from The
Hole: “Come here daddy-screwer. I’ll hunt you down. I’ll kill your whole
family.”
Timba staggered as the words echoed. Maybe the crazy vet could
change his voice like no one else?
But Dickey spoke again, definitely Dickey, from a place where only
Mr. Rock was: "You’ve still got the cash, right, Timba? We can get a place off
of High? Live large? Come help, will you? The water’s getting really high.”
Dickey’s voice, from The Hole.
Mr. Rock’s voice, from The Hole.
Dickey and his imaginary friend, his real dad, both down in the stagnant
water. Two voices. From the same mouth. From the same body. Two
personalities.
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Timba felt bell rung, dazed. His body slackened. A piece of the black 2
from his jersey floated by, before tumbling over the edge. It brought it home:
Mr. Rock—Dickey—had shot at Timba without hesitation.
When he wrenched the door from its lean, the untracked iron nearly
crushed him. He put every deadlift, every touchdown dive, even every chokedout tear, into it and eventually worked it to The Hole—where he dropped it, like
a drain cover. Water immediately climbed over its rusted bars, so many streams
combining it really did seem like a drain, one soon to overflow.
“Timba?” the Dickey voice called out once the clang of the iron
stopped echoing. “What are you doing? The water’s getting really high.”
Timba hesitated. “Mr. Rock,” he managed to cough out, “He’s bad, too
bad. He can’t leave.”
“Timba!” Dickey called out, desperate. “You said you’d look out for
me! Like a dad. Come on!”
The Beretta had fallen to Timba’s side. Below, the water soaked his
boots to his socks. He raised the gun, thinking about how Dickey, in Mr. Rock’s
fatigues, had shot at Timba’s jersey, at him, at his back, without hesitation—and
how now Dickey would surely do the same if he found Timba in Columbus. Or
anywhere.
But he also thought about all the days spent with Dickey, almost every
day, almost inseparable.
He crouched. “Look out, Dickey.” He dropped the Beretta through the
bars, where it splashed for only a second before it sounded like Dickey yanked
it clear. Timba backed up fast, just as a new bullet bit the ceiling.
“I’m sorry, Dickey!” he shouted, backing farther. “Sorry!”
Mr. Rock screamed from the hole: “He didn’t need a dad, you daddyscrewer!”
Timba found the staircase’s railing and hauled himself up, free of the
water, cash bundle crunching within his hoodie.
"I didn't need a dad!” Dickey shouted. “Timba? We’re going to High
St., right? To High?
“Yeah,” Timba said, nearly falling as he climbed the stairs. “For sure.”
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Katie Winkler
Mordecai’s Grave*
Black folks like me. I guess it’s cause I’m more black than white really.
Black folk live all around my house. I’m the only white person besides Miz Penelope down on Sixth Street, but she’s no count ‘cause she don’t choose to live
with the Blacks like I do. She has to.
She’s what they call a racist, I think. No, I know. ‘Cause even though
she don’t like me, she talks to me some, just cause I’m white, which is no reason if you ask me, and she said to me one day that the only reason she stayed in
this hell hole, that’s what she called it, was because she didn’t have the money
to live nowheres else. She said, “Patty,” even though she should know I like Pat
better, “I wouldn’t live with niggers all around me if I didn’t have to.”
Pardon my language, but that’s what she said. And I’m ashamed to say
that I didn’t call her on that. I should have, I know. She went on to say that no
black people, but she kept using that other word, ever used to live near her before. Then she kept on yapping bout the good ole days, like they was really
good, instead of being years when she ain’t had enough to eat and lost her husband to brown lung and couldn’t find no job except at the Russell’s factory,
sewing until her back got so messed up she had to quit and go on disability.
That’s the trouble with people. They act like I don’t know nothing.
Well, I know plenty, and I know black folk like me because I like them. I’d like
Miz Penelope too if she’d just stop griping for a minute, stop acting like nothing’s good about this place. This town’s our home, ain’t it? It’s where we’re
most likely going to live and die. What’s the sense in finding nothing good
about it?
I guess that’s why I like Celia so much, cause we both try to see the
silver lining in the clouds. Celia, she’s black, but she don’t live in my neighborhood. I met her at work. We both helped out at the old folks home down the
street. Celia, she was a CNA, and I still work in the kitchen, putting food on
trays, grinding up stuff for those who can’t chew too good and washing dishes.
I guess Celia’s bout the smartest person I ever met. And she’s beautiful
and tall, not like me. I guess I’m what you call dumpy and short. I got nice thick
hair though, Celia said. I usually wear it in a fat braid down my back, but at
night I like to take it down and brush it out while I watch the TV.
I rub stuff on my skin, too. Celia gave me this lotion for Christmas last
year, but even though I been rubbing my hands with the stuff, they’re still kinda
reddish like and scaly. Not like Celia’s. Her skin is so smooth. It looks like coffee with just a little cream in it, and back then she wore her hair all different
ways. Sometimes she wore it straight and kind of golden colored, sometimes it
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was in tight rows and black as night. Sometimes she didn’t show no hair at all,
but covered it up with one of them turbans, she called it. She had one that I
liked a lot. It was kind of sandy colored with black patches running through it.
She said it made her think of Africa.
I got embarrassed one day. We was in the break room drinking some
coffee. I said, “I thought black women can’t do nothing with their hair.”
She started laughing and put her hand on her hip. “Who told you that?
That old white woman you was telling me about lives over near you?”
“No, ma’am. I just heard that somewheres,” I said, looking into my cup
and stirring for no reason.
“A woman who’s creative can do anything she wants with her hair,
whether she’s black, white, or tutti frutti,” she said, her eyes smiling.
“Tutti frutti,” I said laughing, glad she wasn’t mad at what I said.
Celia’s a lot older than me, but she don’t try to be like my mama, which
I appreciate, believe me. She’s more like my big sister than anything, even
though she’s got grandbabies. I can’t really recall how I got to be friends with
Celia, ‘cept she’s real friendly, and now that all her children are growed, I think
she’s a little lonesome, like me.
I know how we got to going to the cemeteries around the county,
though. That I do remember clear as day. We both spent a lot of time with Miz
Rose Allen, and she was the nicest old lady you could ever meet. She was 103
years old, but her mind was still sharp as a tack. Everybody loved her. She always seemed to have somebody visiting her, a lady from her women’s missionary group at the Baptist church would come by once a week and the preacher
would come by every now and then, too. Her children and grandchildren would
come by several times a week and sometimes bring Miz Rose’s great, great
grandchildren to see her.
But it must be hard to be real old, liking to be around people so much,
and be in an old folks’ home, cause when everybody’s at home having supper,
watching TV and sleeping, you’re there in your bed, all lonely and sad.
One day Celia and me went to see Miz Rose after supper to cheer her
up, cause she’d been real sick, and she was in a talking mood, let me tell you.
She was kinda weak and didn’t always make sense, but she told us she wanted
us to come to her funeral and see her buried and know that she was with the
Lord and not in that old cold grave and all sorts of other stuff about the rapture
and all that I still don’t understand, even though the preacher tried to explain it
to me several times. Me and Celia told her we would go to her funeral. We
promised and I’m so glad we did cause Miz Rose died sometime that night after
we left.
Celia didn’t want to go to the funeral at first. She said, “I don’t think
them white folks will want me to be there.”
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I said it before I even thought about it. I said, “You promised Miz Rose,
so you got to go.” I don’t think I ever talked to Celia strong like that before.
She looked at me kinda funny. “I guess you’re right. We got to go. But
I’ll probably be the only black face in the whole crowd.”
“Maybe you can get Gary to go with us.” Gary is Celia’s husband.
“Oh, he won’t go. He’s a good man about a lot of things, but there are
two places he won’t go and that’s to the hospital and to funerals. I had to practically hog tie him to get him to go to his own mother’s funeral,” she said with a
huff.
I tried to sound cheerful. “It won’t matter. I’ll go with you. I’m not
black but I’m your friend.”
She smiled at that and patted my hand.
The day of the funeral it was bright and sunny. Now, I watch a lot of
TV, keeps my mind off other things, and I don’t remember ever seeing a funeral
on TV that was on a sunny day. It’s always at least a little cloudy and windy,
there’s rain coming down hard, and everybody’s standing under umbrellas. But
not for Miz Rose’s funeral. It was springtime too, and there were flowers all
around that were a lot prettier to me than the store bought ones people bought.
Me and Celia couldn’t afford no fancy flowers, but we both got gardens
and Celia’s got some of the prettiest purple azaleas you ever did see. I got some
rose bushes I’m right proud of. They come from my great aunt’s house over
Ridge Grove way. She called them sweetheart roses and they have the tiniest,
prettiest little buds. I like the full blooming roses too, but there’s something special about those little buds with the pretty rose inside just waiting to come out. I
picked some of those buds just for Miz Rose which seemed fitting to me.
We put the purple azaleas and the pink sweetheart rosebuds together
and put them in a little vase that Celia said she could give up. I filled the vase
all the way to the top with water but Celia made me pour some of it out. She
didn’t want it to spill in her nice car.
Celia always likes to do the driving. She drove us to Miz Rose’s funeral, the day we decided to visit cemeteries together, and she’s been driving ever
since, ‘cept for that last time, the day we went to see Mordecai’s Grave. I guess
I don’t mind her driving cause I think my little car is too small for Celia. She
says, “Look at me. I’m not fat, but I’m a big woman, no denying that.”
Then we laughed cause we realized she made a poem without meaning
to. When Celia laughs big her whole body shakes. It starts in her shoulders and
works its way down. When she finally stopped shaking, she said, “I’m a poet
and didn’t know it.” And that set us into whoops again.
But we didn’t laugh the day of Miz Rose’s funeral. I wasn’t too sad really. It wasn’t that. Miz Rose had told us many times that she lived a good, life
but she was tired. She said one day when I was getting her tray, she said, “I’m
ready to go home now.” I don’t know why, but I knew she didn’t mean the
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house she used to live in. She meant home home. I knew what she meant. I didn’t quite know what to say, so I picked up her hand and patted it and didn’t say
a word. She smiled at me then.
I was going to miss her, but you can’t be selfish and wish that she was
still here, can you?
When we got to the First Baptist Church, Celia started getting nervous.
She was rattling on about something, I can’t remember, and she wouldn’t settle
down.
“Celia, what’s wrong with you?” I said.
“Look around you. There ain’t nobody here.”
She was right. The parking lot was empty as it could be.
“Well, we got the right day,” I said. “I know it said Monday in the paper. Monday at 2:00 p.m.”
“2:00?”
“Yes, 2:00 p.m.”
Celia sat back in the seat with a big sigh. “Oh Lord.”
“What?”
Celia pointed at my wrist. “What does your watch say?”
“It says 1:50.”
“Yes, but yesterday was Sunday.”
“So?”
“It happens the first Sunday after Easter this year.”
“What happens?”
“Time. Time,” said Celia. She took her watch off and started adjusting
it.
I was beginning to think that her worry about being the only black person at the funeral had rattled her brain. “Are you all right,” I asked quietly.
“Time changed yesterday. Spring forward. Fall back. Remember?”
It finally dawned on me. “You mean we done missed the funeral all
together?”
Celia’s eyes filled with tears. She nodded. “And we promised her.” She
pushed her hands against the steering wheel and turned her head toward the
window, so I couldn’t see her crying.
I wanted to put my hand on her shoulder or take her hand and pat it like
I did Miz Rose, but I didn’t think Celia would like it. I don’t know why cause
she was always hugging people, but it didn’t seem right that day. I just put my
hands in my lap and started clicking my nails together like I do. And waited.
“I guess we should just go home,” Celia said finally, her face still
turned towards the door.
“Are we too late to go to the cemetery?” I hadn’t been to a funeral since
I was little and wasn’t too sure what happened after the church service.
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Celia turned to look at me then, her big eyes even bigger. “Of course,
we ain’t. It’s not like her body’s going nowhere. And like she said, she ain’t
there no more anyway. Yeah, let’s go and take the flowers and keep our promise.” Then she started up the car and drove out of the parking lot, not nervous at
all anymore.
The cemetery wasn’t too far, just on the outskirts of town, but because
we was an hour behind our time and burying’s pretty fast around here, there
wasn’t nobody around when we got there, but the big green canopy flapping in
the wind, the fake green grass around the grave and all the pretty flowers people
had sent over told us we found the right place.
Celia parked on the dirt road as close to the grave as she could get, and
we got out to pay our respects. As we walked toward the grave, Celia started
looking around her and biting her lip, looking all nervous again.
“You all right,” I said.
“I’m fine,” she said but I didn’t believe her.
“Where should I put these flowers?”
“I don’t know, anywhere.”
I handed Celia the flowers. “You take ‘em. I don’t know where to put
‘em.”
“I don’t think it matters much.”
“You take ‘em anyway. I don’t know what to do with ‘em.”
Celia huffed and took the flowers from me. “Silly girl.” Then, she
looked all around her, as if she wanted to be sure we were all alone. I don’t
know why, but I felt like looking around too. I didn’t want nobody to know we
was there. It was like we was doing something bad, but we wasn’t.
We stepped up to the grave then, and the fake grass felt lumpy under
my feet. “I don’t like the way this feels, Celia.” I said, moving my feet up and
down on the grass. “It’s weird.”
I looked at Celia, and it was like she didn’t hear me. She was looking
down into the grave then, a sad look on her face, and I knew she had forgotten
about how creepy this place was and was thinking about Miz Rose. Celia held
the flowers like a bride. I came up beside her and looked down too, seeing the
white casket and a few lumps of dirt and a rose somebody threw in. “Should we
throw a flower in too?” I asked.
“Yes,” Celia said like we was in church. “I think you should. Then hush
‘cause I’m gonna pray.”
I picked the prettiest of my sweetheart roses, a tiny, tight bud, and held
it over the grave a second before letting it fall from my hand. Then I stood there
with my head down, looking over at Celia from time to time. She was praying
so long I finally just closed my eyes too, trying to remember Miz Rose alive and
smiling.
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Celia telling stories all the time. She talked and talked about cousins and friends
of the family and preachers and deacons and sinners. She talked with her hands
flying around, pointing at the church and the graves, the hills and I don’t know
what. She just kept those hands going and I kept listening. Celia could tell some
stories, I tell you.
When we were through, Celia went to the car and opened the trunk.
“Are you getting hungry?”
“Yes, ma’am,” I said.
“I brought some cold chicken and other doings,” she said, pulling a little cooler from the trunk. “I know you like fried chicken.”
“Don’t everybody?” I said and laughed, taking the cooler from her.
We had us a nice picnic in the shade of the two pecan trees in front of
Celia’s church. She told me funny stories about the people in the church and
about her mom and dad. She told about how her daddy had to catch the mice
that were in the basement of the church and let them go ‘cause her mama was
too soft hearted to see them killed. She told me about the preacher falling down
the steps one Sunday when he got all fired up and how she got in trouble for
laughing at him. She told me how she and her little brother used to play Tarzan
after church and how she kept getting in trouble for messing up her pretty dresses but kept on playing Tarzan anyway. I liked Celia more for being a tomboy
like I was when I was little.
I had a great time that day. Doesn’t seem like you’d have a great time
wandering around an old cemetery with an old black lady that had to stop every
10 minutes to get her breath, but I did.
I guess Celia had fun too, ‘cause she said that, even though it tired her
out, she wanted to do it again sometime. We thought for a while on our way
back home and decided that going every week was too much, but once a month
would be perfect. We set a date. First Saturday of each month, unless something
barred our way, was our cemetery visiting day. We knew that between the two
of us there were enough cemeteries around with our kinfolk or somebody we
knew to keep us in business for a good while.
For almost a year we kept up our schedule pretty regular. Of course, I
had the BBQ one Saturday to raise money for the firehouse, and Celia had a
wedding or something another month. But most of the time we did pretty good,
going to Dadeville, Ridge Grove and Camp Hill. We went the other way and
got to Five Points and Wedowee and Roanoke. We even went into Auburn one
Saturday because Celia had worked for a retired professor of some kind who
was buried up there somewhere that she wanted to see. We always knew of at
least one person buried in a cemetery when we visited, but I liked looking at the
other graves too and seeing all the different kinds of churches, brick and wood,
black and white.
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I could have kept going for another year. It was just so much fun. I
started keeping a little notebook and taking it with me, so I could remember the
names of people buried and the way the cemeteries and churches looked. I also
liked writing the words down that was written on the graves. But most of all I
liked talking to Celia and eating her picnic lunches.
Something changed late in the winter that year, though. Celia said it
was too cold to go to the cemeteries; that her old bones couldn’t take it. I
thought she might be getting tired of going with me. First of all, I didn’t think
Celia was all that old. Second, it don’t ever get too cold in Alabama, you know.
Sometimes it don’t even get cold enough to kill off the bugs. But, I could see
how most people could get tired of driving around on a Saturday looking at
graves, after the newness of it wore off.
For three months, on into the spring, we didn’t go nowheres, and I was
sure missing my outings with Celia. She seemed more grouchy at work too,
more likely to bite my head off at the least little thing. I hoped it wasn’t me she
was tired of. Sometimes I can go on and on about things.
On a beautiful spring day around about Easter, Celia and me happened
to find ourselves together in Miz Rose’s old room. Miz Johnston was the lady
who lived in there then. Celia was taking care of her, and I was picking up her
lunch tray.
“How’d you like your lunch, Miz Johnston?” I asked, just trying to be
friendly.
“Shit on a shingle,” Miz Johnston said.
I was a little shocked but Celia busted out laughing.
I looked down at Miz Johnston. She had some of that stuff dribbling
down her chin. “What did you say?”
“That’s what my Ed called that.” She pointed at her tray. “He was a
marine, you know.”
“Oh,” I said, but I didn’t know what she was talking about.
Celia seemed to understand better than me and she started asking Miz
Johnston all kinds of questions. All the while Miz Johnston was talking, Celia
was wiping the old lady’s face and hands and tidying up. Miz Johnston didn’t
even know she was being treated like a little baby. She just enjoyed talking
about her Ed.
“So you was raised here and moved back after your husband died?”
Celia said, sitting down on the edge of the bed beside Miz Johnston.
“That’s right. I never liked it in Florida, but Ed liked the fishing and the
sun. I brought him back here to be buried, though. I plan to be buried next to
him, and I don’t want to spend eternity in Florida. That’s for sure.”
My ears pricked up when she talked about burying. “Where’s your husband buried, Ma’am?” I asked, hoping it would be a cemetery that Celia and me
hadn’t been to.
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After a while Celia touched my arm, and when I opened my eyes, she
moved over to where the other flowers were and put our little bunch beside
them. There was bunches like ovals and some like circles. There was some in
vases and some in pots. They was all colors of the rainbow mixed together—
red, yellow, purple, pink, orange—colors that don’t go together unless they’re
flowers. The flowers all looked so beautiful, but they’d be dying soon too, I
knew, since they’d been picked. “They look right pretty,” I said, “all mixed together like that.”
“Yes, they do,” said Celia, standing there. We stood there a long time,
and I was wondering when we’d be leaving when Celia looked up at me. “You
ever been to this cemetery?”
“Long time ago,” I said, looking around. “I got kin buried here.”
“What? Why didn’t you say nothing?”
“I don’t know. It don’t seem to matter much.”
“Don’t you come take care of the graves?”
“I think they do that for you.”
“Don’t you come bring flowers?”
“They’d just die. I like keeping flowers on the bushes.”
“Who you got buried here,” she asked.
I didn’t want to tell.
“Pat,” she said, “Who you got buried here? Not your grandmamma.
She’s still living, ain’t she? Your granddaddy?”
I didn’t want to tell.
“Pat?”
“Well, you know my mama and daddy died when I was little.”
“You mean your mama and daddy are buried here?”
I felt like I was in church. “Yes, ma’am.”
“Oh, baby,” she said, putting her big arms around me and pulling me
close. “Why didn’t you tell me?”
I was mad then. I don’t get mad much, especially at Celia, but I got
mad. “They’re dead,” I said, pulling away and turning my back to her. “I never
knew them. Why do you care anyway? You never asked about my family before.”
Celia didn’t say nothing, so I turned around and saw that she was staring at me. “I was wrong,” she said. “I wondered but I never asked. I should
have.” Then, she looked around the cemetery and took a big breath of the fresh
air. “I never been here before,” she finally said. “Ain’t no black folk buried
here.”
I wasn’t mad anymore. The mad just came and went like that. Just like
that. “Grandmamma used to bring me over here to put flowers on the graves,
but when her knee started bothering her, we quit coming. I didn’t see no point in
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coming then.” I looked at Celia and she seemed so sad. “You want to see ‘em?”
I said.
“Yes,” she looked up at me, not smiling or nothing. “I would if you
don’t mind.”
That afternoon was the day our cemetery visiting started. First, we went
to my mama and daddy’s graves. I told Celia how they had died in a car accident when I was two, how they’d both been drinking. How I was home with my
grandmamma who was babysitting me. How my grandmamma took me in and
raised me until I was old enough to move into my parents’ house on Sixth Avenue. Celia didn’t say a word.
We went all over the rolling hills of that cemetery that day, leaving Miz
Rose and her flowers, the tent and the fake grass. We saw some names we recognized, some old people we’d fed and cared for. I recognized names of my
relations and started remembering trips with my grandmamma. I told stories
that made Celia laugh again.
Finally, when we were standing on a little hill near the woods that went
around the cemetery, Celia reared back and put her hands on her hips. She was
breathing real hard, but she was smiling. “It’s a beautiful day, ain’t it?”
I stood beside her, my arm brushing her elbow. “Yes, it is.”
“What you doing next Saturday?”
“Nothing.”
“Go with me then to my people’s cemetery.”
“All right. I’d like to go with you. I really would.”
“Okay. I’ll drive.”
*
*
*
We did go to where Celia’s people was buried. We walked all over the
little cemetery at the Rose of Sharon Missionary Baptist Church. I’d never been
to her church before and I thought it was going to be all run down, but it wasn’t,
so it was wrong of me to thing that. The church was plain, but neat—red brick
with just a couple of pretty stained glass windows, one of Jesus holding a lamb
and one of Mary holding the baby Jesus.
We didn’t go into the church. Celia had a key ‘cause she’s what you
call a matron of the church, and she asked me if I wanted to go in, but I told her
no. I just wanted to stay outside. So we walked in between the graves and Celia
showed me where her parents were buried—“Jesse and Shirley Howard,” was
wrote on the grave. “They loved with the love of the Lord.”
I pointed to the grave. “I like that, Celia. Did you think of that?”
Celia folded her hands across her belly like she does and said, “Why
yes, I did. I thought it was fittin’.”
“Well, I like it,” I said again.
After we stayed there a while and Celia pulled some weeds and
straightened the silk flowers in the vase, we went walking around the cemetery,
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“He’s over there on Pumpkin Hill, Dudleyville way,” said Miz Johnston.
Celia looked puzzled. “I didn’t know there was a cemetery over there.”
“Nobody would know if it weren’t for me.” Miz Johnston huffed. “It
was in terrible shape. There were vines growing all over the place and graves
fallen in. It was horrible. But I fixed it.”
I looked down at the frail old woman propped up in her chair with two
big pillows. “You fixed it?”
“That’s right. There’s an important personage buried in that there cemetery and I called the government about it.”
Miz Johnston had gotten Celia’s interest too. I could see. Celia leaned
forward and asked, “Who’s buried there, Miz Johnston? Somebody we’d
know?”
Miz Johnston raised her eyebrows and smacked her lips with satisfaction. “None other than Abraham Mordecai.”
“Abraham Mordecai?” Celia leaned back.
“Abraham Who?” I asked. It sure was a funny sounding name.
“Mordecai,” said Miz Johnston, shifting around in her chair. “The first
white settler in Mississippi territory, builder of the first cotton gin in Alabama,
founder of Montgomery, friend of the Creeks and hero of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend, the last battle of the War of 1812.” Miz Johnston had gotten louder
and louder as she talked and almost raised herself up at the end there. Celia
steadied her with a hand on her shoulder. I was beginning to see why Miz Johnston’s family had put her in a home.
Miz Johnston looked at Celia but calmed down a little and then started
up again. “When I told those government people all that and told them that
what’s more Abraham Mordecai was a Jew, well that lit a fire under them, I tell
you.” She was getting worked up again, but Celia calmed her. Miz Johnston
leaned back, a little smile on her face. “I haven’t been a member of the DAR
and the wife of a honest to God hero all these years for nothing. Those government folks heard what I had to say alright and sent some National Guardsmen
from Montgomery to clean Pumpkin Hill up. They even put a nice little fence
around Mordecai’s grave. You should see it.”
Celia looked up at me then, a smile on her face. She said, “We should,
shouldn’t we?”
That next Saturday, it wasn’t even the first Saturday in the month, we
found ourselves at the Pumpkin Hill cemetery. It really wasn’t that hard to get
to. We just parked by this old shed across the road from the old Dudleyville
store that Miz Johnston told us had been run by Mordecai as a trading post. We
followed a old road bed shaded over with trees with their new spring green
leaves. It was a pretty, warm day, and I remembered the first cemetery we went
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to together when we went to see where my mommy and daddy were laying—
the day Miz Rose was buried.
It was different this time, though. Celia asked me to drive, and I had to
help her get out of the car. We just took our time walking down the lane, and I
looked up at Celia’s face. It was still smooth and soft, but there were wrinkles
around her eyes, and her hair was showing a little gray. She never had looked
old to me before.
Neither one of us said anything, which was a little strange for us since
we like talking so much, but I don’t think Celia wanted to talk that day. Everything was so quiet, I could hear Celia breathing beside me. The only other thing
I heard was a few birds, chirping and hopping in the bushes on the side of the
lane.
The lane came to a dead stop at the little cemetery under the tall white
pines. The trees was so big, like soldiers guarding the graves, and pine needles
was everywhere. Celia just stopped, letting her eyes move around the opening
in the forest. “Do we know anybody here?” she said.
“Why, no, unless you count Mr. Johnston, but we don’t really know
him, we just feel like we do.”
“Why’d we come here if we don’t have people buried here or know nobody?”
I didn’t know what to say. Celia didn’t seem right. It was so quiet and
we were so alone out there, I was getting a little scared. “Don’t you remember,
Celia? We came to see Mordecai’s Grave.”
Celia turned her head a little sideways, like she was thinking real hard.
“Remember?” I said.
She looked at me then with tired eyes. “Yes, I remember now.
I left the grassy lane and stepped onto the carpet of pine needles. I noticed Mr. Johnston’s grave first—you couldn’t miss it. It was covered with
those fancy white rocks that people use in their gardens and there were new silk
flowers in a heavy vase.
“Here’s Mr. Johnston’s grave,” I said moving towards it. I looked back
at Celia, but she just stood there. I bent over to get a better look at the headstone. “This here’s a nice stone, but it says Major Edward M. Johnston, so I got
to stop calling him Mr.” I stood up and looked at Celia, but she was still just
standing there, like she didn’t want to come out of the sun under the shade of
the trees.
I looked back at the headstone again. “Mrs. Johnston’s name’s already
there,” I said, “All they got to do is write the day she dies in there.”
Celia said, real quiet like, “So that’s all they got to do.” Then, she
walked into the woods, coming over by me and took hold of my arm. “I’m feeling a little unsteady, Pat,” she said. So I looped my arm around hers, and we
started walking around Pumpkin Hill.
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Major Johnston’s grave was in real good shape, but some of the graves
was all broken up and everything. Celia shook her head and said it was a shame.
One thing was so strange to me. There was so many little babies buried
there. I steadied Celia against a tree trunk and took out my notebook so I could
write it all down. Born May 20, 1887—Died Sept. 24, 1887—He sleeps in the
armes of Jesus. I told Celia that they misspelled armes but she said they spelled
things with extra e’s in the old days. Another little head stone said, “Another
little angel before the heavenly throne.” That little boy was born and died on the
same day and his brother beside him born and died in the same year ten years
later. And here I thought there was a lot of dying in our day.
I slid my notebook back in my jeans pocket and took Celia’s arm again.
“I wonder where Mordecai’s grave is,” I said.
Celia stopped and looked around, finally pointing to the far corner of
the cemetery, next to the woods. Then I saw the little fence Miz Johnston told
us about. We made our way slowly over there, but it seemed like Celia couldn’t
go any faster. Or maybe she just didn’t want to.
We finally got there and stood staring down at the grave.
“That sure is an old grave,” I said, but Celia didn’t say nothing.
The stone was simple, without much written on it. It said, “Abraham M.
Mordecai, Private, Thomas Co., GA Mil War of 1812, 1850.” Up above all that
was a star with a circle around it.
“What does all that mean? It don’t make no sense.”
Celia sighed and said, “It means Mordecai was a private in Thomas
Company in the Georgia Mil…Military, or something, during the War of 1812,
and he died in 1850. I guess they don’t know when he was born. The star is a
sign that he was a Jewish man. It’s called a Star of David. Do you know who
David was?”
“Yes ma’am. I learned about him in Sunday school. He was the one
who killed Goliath with one shot of that slingshot of his.”
“That’s right.”
We stood there staring at the grave for a little bit, just like we had the
year before, staring at Miz Rose’s grave. And I thought about all the graves
we’d been to that year and all that Celia had taught me about the folks she
knew. But we hadn’t known Mordecai. He lived and died long ago and for years
nobody round here cared that he founded Montgomery or was friends with the
Indians or was a Jew or a hero. He had been laying here and his grave was covered with vines and he was lost. Then Mrs. Johnston got on the war path and
suddenly people cared. Even Celia and me cared enough to come here and look
down at Mordecai’s grave, even though we didn’t know nothing about him before. I took out my notebook again and wrote all those things about him down. I
wanted to go to the library and find out more. I thought how Mordecai’s grave
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had been there a long time and was still going to be there when Celia and me
passed.
Then, I felt like crying.
I looked over to see if Celia was feeling the same way too, but she wasn’t beside me anymore. She had turned away and was headed back to the car,
moving slowly and looking at the graves all around as the pines swayed in the
breeze and their needles fell on the graves.
*
*
*
That was the last time we went to a cemetery, Celia and me.
Two months later Celia was working, cleaning up one of the rooms
while the patient was in the dining room. Her friend Judy hadn’t seen her for a
while and went to look for her. She found her collapsed on the floor. They said
she had a stroke.
Her family decided to leave her in the home here. She knows everybody
and feels comfortable with us, they say. I think that’s true. Her family comes
and visits every day, and they ask me to come over and have dinner and things,
but I don’t feel right. Not without Celia. I do eat with Celia in the commons
rooms when the family’s there. We talk and laugh and Celia smiles in her lopsided way that I like because it means she still knows us.
At night, when the family’s gone and I’m through with work, I go to
Celia’s room. I talk to her and rub her hand and shoulder until she falls asleep.
Tonight, after she started breathing steady and I was about to go, I started slipping my hand from hers. She jerked fast like and looked scared and frightened,
like she’d had a bad dream. I patted her hand and told her I wouldn’t leave her.
So I’ve made up this little bed on the floor and I’m gonna stay here unless they make me leave because I don’t want Celia to be alone all night.
Not when I know how it feels.
*First published in AIM: America’s Intercultural Magazine
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